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Review SAM Starting Points 

Desired Outcomes: 

1. Develop an understanding of where the WG is directionally aligned or misaligned with the 

SAM starting points 

2. Initiate discussion into details below SAM starting points to understand where the WG is 

directionally aligned or misaligned 

3. Agree upon actions and prep for the next session. 

Approach: 

Review SAM starting points 

• Introduce SAM Starting points 

– Discuss additional material provided on Reliability Requirements & Demand Curve 

• Clarify if questions 

• Collect input on directional alignment on spectrum (General disagreement to General 

Agreement) 

– your position today is not ‘locked in’ (i.e. you can change your mind if new information is proposed) 

– driving for participation (i.e. we’ll push people to put a stake in the ground instead of remaining 

undecided)  

– capture the rationale and assumptions 

– determine required actions to test the starting point  

Close-out and next steps 
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KDE: Resource Adequacy Determination 

SAM 1.0 Starting point: Resource adequacy  

Assumption: Government will set a physical resource adequacy requirement with 

target values established for Expected Unserved Energy (EUE) and Loss of Load 

Hours (LOLH). 

Associated Questions: 

– AESO’s assuming that these components will be considered in Government of 

Alberta’s policy stream  
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Reliability Requirements Modeling 

Considerations 

Adequacy & Demand Curve 

WG #2 – June 28, 2017 



Reliability Requirements:  
Determine Considerations of Interest to Workgroup 

• AESO will be responsible for the modeling to estimate the 

reliability requirement 

– Within area of expertise 

– Have completed similar analysis for LTA metrics 

Discussion: 

• What are the requirements to ensure confidence that this is 

being completed to an acceptable level? 

– Reasonable assumptions 

– Clear transparent process 

– Industry standard practice 

– Other? 

• Are there specific components of interest to the workgroup? 
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Reliability Requirements:  
Determine Considerations of Interest to Workgroup 

Inputs 

•Demand side 

•Demand Forecast 

•Supply 
characteristics 

•Outage/ derates 

•Seasonal 
variation (wind, 
hydro, gas) 

•Intertie operation 

•Constraints 

•Operational 
characteristics 

•Historic weather 
data (averages,  
and extremes) 

Methodology 

•Tool selection 

•Probabilistic vs 
deterministic 

•Variability  to 
analyze 

Outputs 

•Distribution of 
reliability metrics 

•Translation of 
reliability metrics to 
target reserve 
margin (Capacity 
Eligibility) 

•Inputs to minimum 
and maximum  
capacity volume 

•Validation 

Adjustments 

•Reduce 
requirement by self 
supply 

•Reduce 
requirements by 
non-capacity 
eligible resources 

•Other sensitivities 
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*Interdependency to other streams 

Overall Process  
(Governance, Update Frequency…) 



KDE: Reliability Requirements 

SAM 1.0 Starting point: Resource adequacy  

Target capacity volume established based on probabilistic resource adequacy 

requirement and considerations for supply adequacy impacts of resources 

regardless of their capacity market eligibility. 

Associated Questions: 

– What approach should be used for assessing the resource adequacy 

requirement (including assessing load, resources and unserved energy)?  

• Which specific components does the workgroup want to include 

recommendations on? 

– Should seasonality be considered? 

• Should there be a seasonal requirement?  

– How will the target procurement volume be established? 

• How will the volume of "opt out" demand be determined prior to the procurement 

for the delivery year (i.e. self-supply)? 

• What supply volumes, if any, should be netted off the reliability requirement? 

(supply not eligible for capacity, demand products)  
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Capacity Demand Curve Design 

Adequacy & Demand Curve 

WG #2 – June 28, 2017 



Outline 

Background: 

• Demand Curve Design General Principle 

• Capacity Demand Curve Design Types 

– Vertical Demand Curve  

– Downward-sloping Straight-line Demand Curve 

– Downward-sloping Convex Demand Curve 

• Considerations for key demand curve parameters 
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Objectives 

• Gain common understanding of types of capacity demand 

curve design and common practices in other jurisdictions 

• Develop shared understanding of what the development of a 

demand curve will involve 

• Develop an understanding of where the WG is directionally 

aligned or misaligned in key demand curve parameters 
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General Demand Curve Design Principles 
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• Established through an administrative mechanism that determines demand for 

capacity resources, and the prices that will be paid for them, at various levels of 

supply 

• Reliability 

– The demand curves used should be expected to procure sufficient capacity to enable 

the ISO to meet its reliability planning obligations. In practice, this is assessed on the 

basis of meeting the established standard over time and under a variety of conditions 

and shocks 

– Rarely end up in a situation where the capacity auction didn’t procure enough supply 

and so a backstop procurement is triggered (because the out of market intervention 

can undermine market signals) 

• Sustainability 

– The capacity market’s clearing prices should remunerate investment in capacity at a 

level sufficient to retain cost-effective existing resources and attract new entry when 

needed 

– Reduce price volatility 

– Mitigate incentive and ability to exercise market power (i.e. via flatter curve) 

 

 

 



Vertical Demand Curve 

• Two key parameters: 

1. Target MW: a vertical segment set at the 

forecasted level of peak demand plus 

targeted reserve to meet the reliability 

standard  

2. Price Cap: a maximum price ($/MW-day) 

that the market operator is willing to pay 

for quantities of capacity less than or 

equal to the targeted volume that reflects 

a multiple of Net CONE* or Gross CONE 

• Net Cost of New Entry (CONE) is the 

levelized cost of a reference 

technology unit, net of energy and 

ancillary services revenues 

• The system operator is not willing to 

pay anything for quantities beyond the 

target 

– Unless a different price floor level is 

administratively set 12 

Price, $/MW 

day 

Capacity, MW  

Price Cap 

Target 

Pic 1: Stylized Vertical Demand 

Curve 



Vertical Demand Curve: pros and cons 
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• Pros: 

– Simplicity. Only 2 parameters will need to be established, as opposed to three 

like in downward-slopping demand curve 

• Cons: 

– Vertical demand curve implies that the reliability value of generating capacity 

slightly above the targeted MW is $0 or additional capacity has no value, and that 

the value of any decrease in generation below the targeted MW is equal to the 

price cap 

• Small deviations in quantity supplied to the right or left of target volume can result in 

extreme swings in capacity clearing prices between $0 floor and cap from year to year 

• Will likely require an offer / price floor to mitigate price volatility 

– Exacerbates the impact of uncertainties in estimating target procurement volume, 

and associated year to year price volatility  

– Not a common practice anymore – none of the studied capacity markets is still 

using it due to a combination of drawbacks listed above 

 



Downward-sloping Straight-line Demand 

Curve 

• Three key parameters define a 

downward sloping demand curve: 

1. Point A, a point that is somewhat right-

shifted from where the net CONE 

intersects with the target capacity 

requirement  

2. Point B, identifies the level of excess 

capacity above target capacity as the 

point at which customers would be 

unwilling to buy additional capacity 

unless the price was $0 

3. Point C is at the point where customers 

are willing to pay a maximum price 

equal to Price Cap (multiple of Net 

CONE or Gross CONE) for a minimum 

required level of reliability  
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Price, $/MW 

day 

Capacity, 

MW  

Price Cap 

Net CONE 

Minimum Target Maximum 

C 

B 

Pic 2: Stylized Downward-sloping 

Straight-line Demand Curve 

A 



Downward-sloping Straight-line Demand 

Curve: pros and cons 
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• Pros 

– Limits price volatility 

– Limits ability and incentive to exercise market power  

– Demand curve has the property that relative prices change more gradually with quantity 

– Strikes a balance between simplicity and reduce price volatility 

– Recognizes extra capacity above target has value (slope and width can be informed by 

marginal reliability or marginal economic value, although this is not always the case) 

• Cons 

– Slightly greater complexity of balancing the width of the volume procurement (min, target 

and max parameters) 

• Considerations 

– Wider demand curve reduces price volatility, increases the likelihood of over or under-

procurement and steeper demand curve is more susceptible to the exercise of market 

power 

– Should not be so steep that the entry of just one plant would suppress prices to near zero 

for many years; the exit of just one plant should not cause prices to rise to the cap 



Downward-sloping Convex Demand Curve 

• The three key parameters are identical to the ones 

used in the Straight-line Downward-sloping 

Demand Curve with the exception of the slopes of 

CA and AB segments of the line. 

– The slope of the demand curve in excess of the 

target amount, AB, is made flatter to assign less 

value to increasing amounts of capacity beyond that 

target amount (decreasing marginal benefit of extra 

capacity); and 

– The slope of the demand curve is made steeper 

below the target amount, CA, to assign a higher 

value when capacity supplies are short (marginal 

benefit of capacity as less of it procured is 

increasing) 

• Prices are higher at lower reserve margins and 

lower at higher reserve margins  

• Concave demand curve would reverse this 

relationship and would not have economic 

justification 
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Pic 3: Stylized Downward-sloping 

Convex Demand Curve 



Downward Sloping Convex Demand Curve: 

pros and cons 
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• Pros (mostly similar to straight-line sloping) 

– Can recognize the marginal reliability or economic benefit and allows for 

better reflection of trade-off between cost of additional capacity and 

additional reliability when supply is below and above the target 

• When there is relatively little capacity on the system, there are many expected 

hours with lost load, and any further reduction in capacity has a larger, adverse 

marginal reliability impact than when there is more capacity than required target. 

• Should provide effective exit signals on the AB segment (the steeper the slope is, 

the more it can impact retirement decisions due to change in price) 

• Cons (mostly similar to Straight-line Downward-sloping demand curve) 

– Somewhat greater complexity due to additional parameters  

– May have somewhat higher price volatility than straight-line sloped curve 

 



SAM 1.0 Starting Point – Proposal for 

Discussion  

• Downward-sloping convex demand curve 

• Price cap at greater of Gross CONE or Pre-determined multiple of Net CONE  

• Capacity target (plus a small right-shift) creates inflection point at price of Net CONE 

• Minimum and maximum capacity volumes with  

  (Target - Minimum) < (Maximum – Target) 
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Considerations for Key Demand Curve 

Parameters 

• Independently of the chosen demand curve shape, the following 

parameters will have to be determined: 

– Net CONE 

• Key considerations: reference technology; net energy and ancillary services 

revenue assumptions; cost of capital; interconnection costs; corporate tax 

rates; fixed operating costs; etc. 

– Target capacity volume 

• Key considerations: reliability standard (physical 1-in-10 or economically 

driven) for Alberta; how short is ISO on behalf of load willing to go (min volume) 

before hitting price cap; how long is ISO on behalf of load willing to go (max 

volume) before hitting $0 price.  

– Price cap 

• Key considerations: how to set price cap to incentivize generation when really 

needed (e.g. 1.5 of Net CONE, Gross CONE or whichever is higher), while 

balancing that level to be politically acceptable, mitigating price volatility, and 

ability to exercise market power 
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Considerations for Key Demand Curve 

Parameters (continued) 

– Demand curve width  

• Curve should be wide enough to prevent 1 resource or load forecast error from 

swinging the market between price cap and 0, wide enough to acknowledge the 

uncertainties at play 

• Wider demand curve increases the likelihood of over-procurement and steeper 

demand curve is more susceptible to the exercise of market power.  

– As demand curve widens demand becomes more elastic, which makes it harder to 

exercise market power. 

– Market power mitigation measures will be discussed in Market Mechanics stream. 

• “Width” of the sloped curve should be greater than the expected year-to-year 

variability in supply and demand (need a wider curve in AB than other bigger 

markets) 

• Curve slightly right-shifted compared to target reliability  
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Cost of New Entry & Net Cost of New Entry 
Concepts and Constructs in Capacity Markets 

Adequacy & Demand Curve 

WG #2 – June 28, 2017 
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What is CONE / Net CONE? 

• Cost of New Entry (CONE) is a notional calculation of the 

levelized stream of revenues required to recover the fixed 

capital and operating costs of a representative generation 

facility 

– Gross CONE incorporates Return of Capital, Return on Capital, 

and Fixed O&M expenses associated with developing and 

operating a new generating facility 

– Net CONE is Gross CONE less variable commodity margins 

(revenue – variable costs) from the energy & ancillary services 

markets 

• Net CONE measures the “missing money” in an energy/AS 

market required to compensate for a return on sunken capital & 

operating costs for a new reference unit 
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How is CONE Measured? 

• Gross CONE measures the marginal unit sunken capital and 

operating cost 

• Common CONE calculation method is to calculate the 

periodic payment on the invested capital at a given weighted 

average cost of capital (WACC) plus fixed O&M costs 

𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐸 =
(𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑥 𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶) 

[1− 1+𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 −𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑠]
 + Fixed O&M 

 
𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐸 = 𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐸 − 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑠 + 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑂&𝑀 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 

• Example: Capital Costs = $20, WACC =12%, term = 20 years,    

            Fixed O&M = $ .10/year, Commodity Revenue = $2, Variable OM&A = $.5 

– Gross CONE = $2.78 per year 

– Net CONE =     $1.28 per year 
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How are Gross CONE & Net CONE used in 

a Capacity Market? 

• Gross CONE is used to approximate the return required for the marginal  

resource 
– Typically a generic combustion turbine or combined-cycle plant forms the 

reference technology for estimation of Gross CONE / Net CONE 

– Often express as $/kW-year or $/MW-month or $/MW-day 

• Gross CONE and Net CONE (or multiples thereof) form the basis for 

inflection points on the demand curve 

• A multiple of Net CONE can also be used to calculate performance 

penalties 
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Parameters of Gross CONE & Net CONE 

• Key inputs in the Gross CONE calculation 
– WACC (%) 

• Cost of Debt (%) 

• Debt to Capitalization ratio (%) 

• Equity return (%) 

• Tax Rate (%) 

– Capital Cost of notional generating unit ($/kW) 

– Fixed O&M Costs: including property taxes, plant labour, O&M 

contracts, insurance, etc. ($/kW year) 

• Key inputs in the Net CONE calculation 
– Gross CONE  ($/kW year) 

– Commodity Revenue  ($/MWh) 

– Heat Rate   (GJ/MWh) 

– Natural Gas Costs ($GJ) 

– Variable OM&A   ($/MWh) 

 

 



Jurisdictional Review  

How is CONE used in existing capacity markets? 

• Gross CONE & Net CONE set the parameters for the 

capacity market demand curves 
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Market Reference 

Technology 

Max Price Quantity 

at Cap 

MISO (Proposed) GE7FA  simple-cycle 

combustion turbine 

1.4X Net CONE 99% 

ISO-NE GE7HA.02 simple-cycle 

combustion turbine (dual 

fuel) 

1.6X Net CONE 98% 

PJM GE7FA simple-cycle 

combustion turbine 

Max(1.5X Net CONE, 1X 

Gross CONE 

99.8% 

NYISO Siemens SGT6-5000F 

simple-cycle combustion 

turbine (dual fuel) 

1.5X Gross CONE 62%-90% 

Great Britain H Class Combined-cycle 

combustion turbine 

1.5X Net CONE 97% 

Western Australia Siemens SGT5-2000E 

Simple-cycle combustion 

turbine (dual fuel) 

1.6X Net CONE 100% 
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Components of CONE Can be Contentious 

• Contentious inputs in the CONE calculation 
– WACC variables can vary greatly by market participant 

• What are fair values for cost of debt, cost of equity, debt-to-

capitalization ratio? 

– Technology selection:  Combined Cycle? Simple Cycle? 

Other? 

– Fixed O&M costs 
• Property taxes, labour rates, insurance, etc. can vary by 

geographic location 

• Contentious inputs in the Net CONE calculation 
– Price forecasts (or history) for power & fuel prices form the 

commodity margins for Net CONE 

– What methods are used to forecast commodity revenues and 

costs in the Net CONE model? 
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Governance 

• How are governance decisions made? 

– ISOs tend to estimate CONE values based on input from 

subject matter experts 

– ISOs are typically responsible for Net CONE calculations and 

related to wholesale and ancillary service market revenues 

– These calculations and estimates are usually approved by a 

regulatory body 

• FERC has oversight in US markets, DECC in the UK 



Demand Curve Starting Points 



KDE: Demand Curve 

SAM 1.0 Starting point: Resource adequacy  

Downward sloping, convex demand curve with Price cap at greater of Gross CONE 

or Predetermined multiple of Net CONE. 

Associated Questions: 

– What are the options for the demand curve shape? 

– How should the demand curve be cross checked / governed?  

– How will the level of price caps and floors be determined in the capacity 

market? 
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KDE: Demand Curve 

SAM 1.0 Starting point: Resource adequacy  

Capacity target creates inflection point at price of Net CONE 

Associated Questions: 

– If sloped, what are the inflexion points for the curve with respect to: 

• different levels of reserve margin relative to the target  

• corresponding price (relative to net Cost of New Entry (CONE)) 

– How will CONE be determined? 

• What is the reference technology that is used to set the Cost of New 

Entry? What informed the decision to select that reference technology? 

• How will the AESO determine estimated Energy Market and Ancillary 

Services Market pricing as part of determining Net CONE? 
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KDE: Demand Curve 

SAM 1.0 Starting point: Resource adequacy  

Minimum and maximum capacity volumes with (Target-Minimum)<(Maximum – 

Target). 

Associated Questions: 

– How to determine the range for the minimum and maximum capacity 

volumes? 
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Demand Curve - Appendix 



Existing Capacity Demand Curves Design  

34 
Source: p.42, http://www.brattle.com/system/testimonies/pdfs/000/001/026/original/Testimony_of_Newell__Spees_and_Oates_Docket_No._ER17-284-

000.pdf?1478644510  

• Curves are right-shifted at Net 

CONE 

• Smaller markets have wider 

curves on a % basis, Alberta is 

small compared to the other 

markets  

• There are a wide range of 

curves that can meet the design 

objectives and be well-

functioning, so as long as the 

curve is in the right ballpark and 

following a few best practices, 

the curve can be expected to 

meet design objectives 

http://www.brattle.com/system/testimonies/pdfs/000/001/026/original/Testimony_of_Newell__Spees_and_Oates_Docket_No._ER17-284-000.pdf?1478644510
http://www.brattle.com/system/testimonies/pdfs/000/001/026/original/Testimony_of_Newell__Spees_and_Oates_Docket_No._ER17-284-000.pdf?1478644510
http://www.brattle.com/system/testimonies/pdfs/000/001/026/original/Testimony_of_Newell__Spees_and_Oates_Docket_No._ER17-284-000.pdf?1478644510
http://www.brattle.com/system/testimonies/pdfs/000/001/026/original/Testimony_of_Newell__Spees_and_Oates_Docket_No._ER17-284-000.pdf?1478644510
http://www.brattle.com/system/testimonies/pdfs/000/001/026/original/Testimony_of_Newell__Spees_and_Oates_Docket_No._ER17-284-000.pdf?1478644510


Existing Capacity Price Caps and Shapes 

Design 
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Source: p.40, 

http://www.brattle.com/system/testimonies/pdfs/000/001/026/original/Testimony_of_Newell__Spees_and_Oates_Docket_No._ER17-284-

000.pdf?1478644510  

http://www.brattle.com/system/testimonies/pdfs/000/001/026/original/Testimony_of_Newell__Spees_and_Oates_Docket_No._ER17-284-000.pdf?1478644510
http://www.brattle.com/system/testimonies/pdfs/000/001/026/original/Testimony_of_Newell__Spees_and_Oates_Docket_No._ER17-284-000.pdf?1478644510
http://www.brattle.com/system/testimonies/pdfs/000/001/026/original/Testimony_of_Newell__Spees_and_Oates_Docket_No._ER17-284-000.pdf?1478644510
http://www.brattle.com/system/testimonies/pdfs/000/001/026/original/Testimony_of_Newell__Spees_and_Oates_Docket_No._ER17-284-000.pdf?1478644510
http://www.brattle.com/system/testimonies/pdfs/000/001/026/original/Testimony_of_Newell__Spees_and_Oates_Docket_No._ER17-284-000.pdf?1478644510


Existing Capacity Price Caps and Shapes 

Design 
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Source: p.44, 

http://www.brattle.com/system/testimonies/pdfs/000/001/026/original/Testimony_of_Newell__Spees_and_Oates_Docket_No._ER17-284-

000.pdf?1478644510  

**Note that the MISO proposal was only for Zone 4, S. Illinois 

http://www.brattle.com/system/testimonies/pdfs/000/001/026/original/Testimony_of_Newell__Spees_and_Oates_Docket_No._ER17-284-000.pdf?1478644510
http://www.brattle.com/system/testimonies/pdfs/000/001/026/original/Testimony_of_Newell__Spees_and_Oates_Docket_No._ER17-284-000.pdf?1478644510
http://www.brattle.com/system/testimonies/pdfs/000/001/026/original/Testimony_of_Newell__Spees_and_Oates_Docket_No._ER17-284-000.pdf?1478644510
http://www.brattle.com/system/testimonies/pdfs/000/001/026/original/Testimony_of_Newell__Spees_and_Oates_Docket_No._ER17-284-000.pdf?1478644510
http://www.brattle.com/system/testimonies/pdfs/000/001/026/original/Testimony_of_Newell__Spees_and_Oates_Docket_No._ER17-284-000.pdf?1478644510


Demand Curve Development 

• Usually involves the engagement of 

the consultant and keeps the demand 

curve shape for 3 ~ 4 years 

• Individual parameters (such as target 

and Net CONE) updated annually by 

the ISO according to pre-determined 

mathematical formulas 

• Commonly includes a Monte Carlo 

analysis of likely price volatility and 

reliability outcomes, and review of 

marginal reliability value (PJM, 

NYISO, and ISO-NE) 

Source: Third Triennial Review of PJM’s Variable Resource Requirement Curve, 
Brattle Group, May 15, 2014 

Source:  NYISO Staff Final Recommendations, Sep. 15, 2016 



Downward-sloping Concave Demand Curve 

• Great Britain chose demand curve shape based on original PJM’s demand curve design that 

was settled in the process of litigation and settlement (although convex curve was proposed 

originally) 

– Currently PJM has moved to downward-sloping convex 

• Great Britain is the only market that uses Downward-sloping Concave Demand Curve 

– According with Department of Energy & Climate Change (2014) it “moderates the gaming risk and 

reduce the price effects of withholding capacity by providing flexibility in the volume to be contracted 

and by making the capacity price less sensitive to the amount of capacity offered into the auction” 

38 Source: p.19, http://aura.abdn.ac.uk/bitstream/handle/2164/7990/DP_2016_13.pdf?sequence=1  

http://aura.abdn.ac.uk/bitstream/handle/2164/7990/DP_2016_13.pdf?sequence=1

